ABSTRACT reconstructs a contact-free 3D representation of the fingerprint. Touchless sensing technology provides an ideal soluFingerprints are traditionally captured based on contact of the tion to the intrinsic problems of the contact-based technology finger on paper or a platen surface. This often results in partial as stated above and results in repeatable and high quality imor degraded images due to improper finger placement, skin age acquisition. In addition, the reconstructed 3D fingerprint deformation, slippage and smearing, or sensor noise from wear gives a much larger, nail-to-nail representation of the fingerand tear of surface coatings. A new generation of touchless print, compared to conventional contact-based fingerprints. live scan devices that generate 3D representation of finger-3D touchless fingerprints, however, need to be compatiprints iS appearing in the market. This new sensing technol-ble with the conventional contact-based 2D rolled fingerprint ogy addresses manyeofit probes saed above.iHowevr images used in Automated Fingerprint Identification Systems 3D touchless fingerprint images need to be compatible with (AFIS). In order to make 3D touchless fingerprints interopthe legacy rolled images used in Automated Fingerprint Iden-erable with current AFIS systems, we introduce a simulated tification Systems (AFIS). In orderto solve this interoperabil-rolling procedure which essentially unwraps the 3D touchity issue, we propose an unwrapping algorithm that unfolds less fingerprints into 2D such that the resulting 2D fingerthe 3D fingerprint in such a way that it resembles the effect prints are comparable with legacy rolled fingerprints. This of virtually rolling the 3D finger on a 2D plane Our prelimi-is a very challenging task because the simulated rolling pronary experiments show promising results in obtaining touch-cedure must not introduce distortions other than those comless fingerprint images that are ofhigh quality and at the same patible with the physical deformation of skin due to rolling. time compatible with legacy rolled fingerprint images.
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As a result, we propose "Equidistance Unwrapping" to minimize the distortion during unwrapping while preserving the 1. INTRODUCTION "ground-truth" of the fingerprint.
The rest ofthe paper is organized as follows: Section 2 deAn automated fingerprint authentication system consists of scribes the procedure for 3D reconstruction of touchless finthree components, namely, image acquisition, feature extrac-gerprints. Section 3 describes various unwrapping methods to tion and matching. Among the three, image acquisition is unfold the 3D fingerprint to 2D, specifically, the cylindricaloften considered the most critical as it determines the finger-based parametric unwrapping and the proposed non-parametric print image quality, which has a large effect on the system per-unwrapping method. In Section 4, we compare the two unformance [1] . Traditionally, fingerprint images are acquired wrapping methods by showing the final unwrapped images. by pressing or rolling a finger against a hard surface (e.g., Compatibility of the unwrapped and conventional rolled imglass, silicon, polymer) or paper (e.g., index card). This often ages is also shown on a small database. Conclusions and furesults in partial or degraded images due to improper finger ture work follow in Section 5. placement, skin deformation, slippage and smearing, or sensor noise from wear and tear of surface coatings.
2. 3D RECONSTRUCTION OF TOUCHLESS A number of companies are developing touchless sensing FINGERPRINTS technology that performs "finger imaging" as opposed to conventional "finger printing" [2, 3] . That is, the sensor images a Touchless fingerprinting is essentially a remote sensing techfinger from different views using a multi-camera system and nique used to capture the ridge-valley pattern. While it is not a completely new approach to acquire fingerprints [2, 3, 4] , in Fig. 1 , there are 5 cameras placed around the finger. From it did not generate a sufficient interest in the market, in spite each acquired image, a silhouette is extracted. Knowing the of its advantages with respect to the contact-based technology.
position and orientation of each camera within a reference coThe main reason is the cost ofthis technology. In fact, in order ordinate system, the 5 silhouettes are then projected into the to keep the production costs of these devices low, their manu-3D space and interpolated together obtaining the 3D shape of facturers often use only one camera. This results in fingerprint the finger (shape-from-silhouette). The 3D model is used to images with less usable area, due to the curvature of the fincorrect the perspective of the 5 original images, obtaining the ger, compared to the contact-based approach. In a touchless corresponding ortho-images. Using the correlation between fingerprint image, the apparent frequency of the ridge-valley adjacent views, the five ortho-images are mosaicked, generatpattern increases from the center towards the side until ridges ing the first approximation of a rolled-equivalent fingerprint. and valleys become undistinguishable. Hence, dedicated al-As explained in the rest of this paper, the 3D model is then gorithms are needed to correct the ridge-valley pattern with used to correct the geometry of the texture to preserve the disan increase in the overall computational load. tances between minutiae with respect to a rolled-equivalent fingerprint obtained by legacy devices. Fig. 1 . Fingerprint acquisition using a set of cameras surapplications of 3D object unwrapping include medical imagrounding the finger.
ing, surface recognition and industrial design [10, 11, 12] . model be close to the shape of the object. Otherwise, large distortions may be introduced during unwrapping.
The exact position and orientation of each camera and 2. Non-parametric unwrapping, on the other hand, does mirror within a chosen reference coordinate system is comnot involve any projection on parametric models. Inputed using calibration algorithms [6, 7] . This information stead, the unwrapping directly applies to the object to combined with the images of each view is used to generate a preserve local distances or angular relations. This method 3D finger model. For example, in the approach represented is often employed for irregular-shaped objects. Figure 3 shows the unwrapping of the globe using two This 3D point is then projected (transformed) onto the cylindifferent parametric models: cylindrical and conic. It has to drical surface to obtain the corresponding 2D coordinates S be noted that it is impossible to unwrap the 3D sphere to a 2D plane without introducing some distortion. One can only S [ 0 1, (2) try to minimize the distortion by using multiple models for Z different portions of the object to best approximate the shape locally, as shown in the figure. In the case of 3D fingerprint tarj x unwrapping, this limitation also applies because although hu-0 = tan (-).
(3) man fingers can be approximated as a cylinder or cone, distortion is still unavoidable, especially at the fingertip. In the rest A top-down view of the unwrapping model is shown in of this section, we will give two examples of 3D fingerprint Figure 4 , where the Z axis points outward from the origin. unwrapping, including a parametric method using cylindrical It must be noted that the finger is represented as a triangular model and a nonparametric method based on equidistance. mesh after 3D reconstruction and each vertex on a triangle We will compare the two methods and show that distortion would be directly projected using the above transformation. introduced by the parametric method can be noticeably large, As a result, each triangle on the 3D finger would be mapped to whereas the nonparametric method demonstrates more faith-a triangle on the cylinder, whereas points in between vertices ful representation of the "ground-truth" of the fingerprint.
of the triangle would be mapped using a linear interpolation. . Fingerprint unwrapping using the cylindrical model. Human fingers vary in shape, for example, the shape of Relative distances between points on the finger surface are not the middle finger is often more cylindrical than the thumb. preserved after the unwrapping procedure. Nevertheless, it is generally true that human fingers can be closely approximated by cylinders and hence, a cylindrical Parametric fingerprint unwrapping using cylindrical model model is a reasonable choice for parametric unwrapping of is efficient and straightforward, however, it does not preserve 3D fingerprints. Human fingers also vary in size and the cylin-the relative distances between points on the finger surface. drical model can also capture this size variability in the verti- Figure 5 provides a visual illustration of the problem. For excal direction, but not in the horizontal direction.
ample, the surface distance d(A, B) between points A and B A simple illustration of the cylindrical-based unwrapping at the fingertip is much smaller than that between points C is to imagine projecting the fingerprint texture onto a cylinder and D (d (C, D) ) near the bottom, but since they both corresurrounding the finger, and then unwrapping (flattening) the spond to the same angle 0, the unwrapped distances d(A', B') cylinder to obtain the 2D fingerprint. Mathematically, let the and d(C', D') become equal. In general, each cross section origin be positioned at the bottom ofthe finger, centered at the of the finger, big or small, is projected into a fixed-length row principle axis of the finger. Let T be a point on the surface of in the projected 2D image. As a result, horizontal distortion the 3D finger:
is introduced as the fingerprint will be noticeably stretched, [ x 1 especially at the fingertip, as shown in Figure 9 (a).
T = Iy I. (7) used, this method also guarantees that the variability in both shape and size of fingers is preserved.
is the proportion parameter. This procedure goes on for every
The essential idea of the non-parametric method we pro-step-size h in height (z-axis); each slice in the final dense pose is to "locally unfold" the finger surface such that both representation corresponds to a row in the final unwrapped inter-point surface distances and scale are preserved to a max-fingerprint image. imum degree. More specifically, for a given 3D finger, we diOnce a dense representation in height has been established, vide it into thin parallel slices, orthogonal to the principle axis we apply similar interpolation on each slice to resample points of the finger, and unfold each slice with a minimum amount at equal distance h such that the neighboring points of the of stretching. Because human fingers have very smooth struc-same slice would correspond to neighboring columns of the ture, as long as each slice is sufficiently thin, the resulting same row in the final unwrapped image. This step-size h is unwrapped fingerprint texture will be smooth. equal to that in the vertical direction, and hence, the scale Figure 6 shows the triangular mesh representation of a 3D of the finger is properly preserved. A baseline, or starting finger, where only vertices (no lines) of triangles are shown. point to unfold at each slice, is also defined as the intersectNote that these vertices naturally form slices at different heights ing line (curve) between the 3D finger and a plane passing of the finger. However, distances between slices are too large through the principal axis at the center of the finger. That is, to obtain a smooth unwrapping. As a result, linear interpolathe direction of unwrapping is established from the center of tion is used to first extract more slices in between the vertices the finger to the nail side. The resampling procedure is illusand create a more dense representation. trated in Figure 8 and described by the following algorithm:
for it : n (iterate through all slices) truth" as it better retains the distances (yellow solid lines) between minutiae points (white arrows) than that in (a). Figures 9(a) and (b) show the unwrapped touchless fingerprint images using the cylindrical-based and the proposed method, processing ofthe touchless fingerprints was done before matchrespectively. Minutiae points (white arrows) are extracted us-ing. Figure 11I shows the match score distributions after matching the feature extraction algorithm in [14] and distances be-ing touchless fingerprint with ink-on-paper rolled fingerprint tween a few minutiae points (yellow solid lines) are shown in images. In .~~~~suggesting compatibility between touchless and ink-on-paper a small database with 38 fingers, each includes one ink-on-rolled fingerprints in the given small database.
paper rolled print and one touchless print using the new linescan sensor (at 1000 ppi) (see Figure 10) . A commercial fingerprint matching software application 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK was then used to evaluate the matching performance. Note that touchless fingerprints have lower contrast between ridges Although the unwrapped fingerprint images using our proand valleys than legacy rolled images, hence, additional preposed method are faithful to the "ground-truth", they are not 
